Update No 2

Automated ICWA Compliance

How out of date are your
ICWA Contacts?

Downloadable ICWA Tribal
Contacts Database









File import to your SACWIS or
other case management system
Monthly update in digital or print
keeps contact details up to date for
all Case Workers.
Rigorous validation process
confirms information with every
Tribe, every 6 months
Database maps historical Tribe
names, State and keywords, to
Federally Recognized Tribes
Simple license and annual
subscription fee








Research shows that 73% of Federal Register ICWA contact details
are wrong or missing information.
Tribal claims are mostly made
about Historical Tribes, how do
you match historical Tribes to federally recognized tribes?
How do you find out what tribes
are in your or another State?
Are you sure you spelled the Tribe
name correctly, what if there are
multiple spellings?

*** NEWS FLASH…AYAZUTA ICWA CONTACTS NOW DOWNLOADABLE***
Your contact information costs how much?
How much Social Worker time is spent looking for
valid Tribe contact details for notice in compliance
with ICWA, or just finding the right phone number?
How much effort is involved in keeping your
SACWIS or other case management system up to
date?
Our rolling 6 month check up means we have the
correct contact details, and we provide updates
of changes on a monthly basis.
Ayazuta ICWA contact information updates
costs less than 5% of one appeal, and if you
are not keeping your contact data up to date,
you probably know how much that is!

Why Ayazuta?
We have spent over 2 years
researching the issues of ICWA
compliance nationwide, and developing solutions
which meet the needs of Tribes, States and welfare organizations.
By supporting Social Workers with better information and tools, we believe
that we can improve ICWA compliance, reduce costs, and get better outcomes for Indian Children.
Ayazuta has, and will continue to evolve as a community driven design,
based on benefits to the Native American Child, the Tribe and the Case
Worker.
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